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Whether building solo or engaging in a group build-and-play experience, this playset guarantees hours of entertainment. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure and the brick and knob configurations are trademarks and/or copyrights of the LEGO Group of companies which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this site. The LEGO® City Space Ride Amusement Truck (60313) toy playset is a captivating and thrilling creation that will delight children and amusement park enthusiasts alike. All images of LEGO products and scans of original building instructions are copyright The LEGO Group. The LEGO City Space Ride Amusement Truck is not only a source of amusement but also a wonderful gift for fans of amusement parks.
This LEGO City Space Travel Amusement Car (60313) toy set is ideal for kids and amusement park fans. The Space Ride Amusement Truck is no exception, offering an opportunity for children to immerse themselves in the excitement of an amusement park. Realistic vehicles, feature-rich structures, and inspiring characters create an immersive environment for fun role-play scenarios based on real-life situations.Its engaging design and captivating features make it a standout choice for those who appreciate the thrill of amusement rides. are trademarks or registered trademarks of the LEGO Company, which does not sponsor, authorize, or endorse this site.
Contact Us LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Minifigure, and the Brick and Knob configurations are trademarks of the LEGO Group of Companies. In summary, the LEGO City Space Ride Amusement Truck (60313) is a captivating playset that combines the excitement of an amusement park with the creativity of LEGO building. Yes, the LEGO City Space Ride Amusement Truck playset comes with an easy-to-follow building guide, allowing kids to build their own LEGO toys or enjoy a group build-and-play experience with friends and family.With its articulated truck and detachable trailer that transforms into a space-themed ride, this set offers endless possibilities for imaginative play. This playset comes with an easy-to-follow building guide so kids can choose to build their own LEGO toys or join friends and family members for a fun group build-and-play experience, and makes a great birthday or Christmas gift idea for kids 6+ years old. Brickset, the Brickset logo and all content not covered by The LEGO Group's copyright is, unless otherwise stated, ©1997-2024 Brickset ltd. This LEGO City Space Ride Amusement Truck (60313) toy playset is perfect for kids and fans of amusement parks.
Its fun features and functions, such as the interactive crank, provide an engaging experience for children. Finance is provided by PayPal Credit (a trading name of PayPal UK Ltd, Whittaker House, Whittaker Avenue, Richmond-Upon-Thames, Surrey, United Kingdom, TW9 1EH). BrickEconomy, the BrickEconomy logo and all content not covered by The LEGO Group's copyright is, unless otherwise stated, ©2024 BrickEconomy. Kids can visit the theme park every day with this fun playset – it’s packed with inspiration for hours of fairground themed play!This substantial size ensures a visually striking presence, making it a fantastic addition to any LEGO collection. moreThis LEGO® City Space Ride Amusement Truck (60313) toy playset is perfect for kids and fans of amusement parks. This LEGO fairground ride features an articulated truck toy and detachable trailer that transforms into a working space-themed ride with lots of exciting features including a crank to operate the space ride and spin the passengers and a ticket booth. If the item comes direct from a manufacturer, it may be delivered in non-retail packaging, such as a plain or unprinted box or plastic bag.
Included in this playset are three minifigures, each with their own unique personality, ready to embark on thrilling adventures.With its vibrant colours and intricate details, this set is designed to ignite the imagination of boys and girls aged 6 and above. The City theme proceeded LEGO Town which was replaced with LEGO World City in before it was rebranded as City in 2005. The set comes with 3 minifigures and lots of story-inspiring accessories: ride photo tile, alien hat and toy money. LEGO City playsets put kids at the heart of the action with realistic vehicles, feature-rich structures and inspiring characters for fun role-play that’s based on real-life scenarios.
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Free UK shipping. 15 day free returns.
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👋 Hey, welcome to the UK's largest shopping community!
More than 3000 people, like you, have joined our community to share more than 9000 verified deals, leading to over 15000 conversations between people sharing their expertise, tips and advice.
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Your  data is safe  with us.
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*So you can easily identify outgoing links on our site, we've marked them with an "*" symbol. Links on our site are monetised, it means we can keep our platform free to use, without compromising on impartiality. Whether or not we're paid doesn't change how hot a deal can potentially get - that's only up to hotukdeals members. We believe it should always be up to our community to decide which deals fly and which fall. Read more about how hotukdeals makes money.
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